
TOWERING SUCCESS: +
Florida’s tallest building is a sky-high triumph

Miami’s real estate market is on �re as 
residential and commercial deals continue to 
shatter records. And the best is yet to come.
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Insights from
  MIAMI’S TOP  
Realtors

KEYS TO 
THE CITY

FLAUNT
Jump aboard a 

WORLD-CLASS 
nautical experience

Yacht
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YACHT FLAUNT

F
inished in a raven-black coating said to reduce hull 
temperatures up to 50°F, Olokun is accented by a 
metallic grey superstructure, making it unique in any 
harbor. The main deck provides ample room for the 
owner and guests to spend time in the main salon 

located aft, or enjoy casual alfresco dining and relaxing in the 
sun or under the protection of the overhang. Also located on this 
level is the master suite, set forward and equipped with fold-
down terraces to bring the outside in. When guests want to use 
the water toys, access is provided by two stairways leading to 

THE THIRD OF THE S501 CLASS BY ITALIAN YACHT 
BUILDER TANOKA, OLOKUN, REFLECTS WHAT CAN 

BE ACCOMPLISHED WHEN AN OWNER AND BUILDER 
WORK IN CONCERT TO BRING DREAMS TO LIFE.

Bill Lindsey Blueiprod

IMPROVED
Perfection

the lower deck’s beach club with swim platform and side-loading 
tender garage. The upper deck provides a magnificent view from 
the dining area as well as from the Jacuzzi located forward. The 
hardtop can be opened or closed as dictated by the weather 
and the guest’s desires. Designed to have 5 or 6 staterooms to 
accommodate up to a dozen guests, the yacht can be operated 
by a crew of up to 9 residing in crew quarters set aft, ensuring 
maximum privacy for all aboard. Orokun provides a luxurious 
base of operations for voyages of up to 4,500 nm at a cruising 
speed of 17 knots; Tanoka.it.
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IN THE WEST AFRICAN RELIGION OF 
YORUBA, OLOKUN IS THE RULER OF 

ALL THE BODIES OF WATER AND THE 
DEEPEST DEPTHS OF THE OCEAN.
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Built to entertain, the wide-open spaces and dining areas aboard are at once spacious and engaging. The main deck is 
focused on convesations and connections, complete with sofa seating to entertain large parties. Also on the main deck is a 
private owner’s suite with a pair of fold-down terraces and an office that has been converted into an extra cabin. Four guest 
rooms below decks invite guests to comfortably stay the night.
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OLOKUN IS THE EPITOME 
OF A THRILLING, STATE-

OF-THE-ART, WORLD-CLASS 
NAUTICAL EXPERIENCE ON 

THE HIGH SEAS.

From breezy lounging to al fresco dining, soaking up the 
sunshine and taking in the vistas, there’s never a shortage 
of experiences to be had aboard this bold, one-of-a-kind 

marine masterpiece.


